
INSTANCES OF A N T I Q U A R I A N F E E L I N G IN M E D I E V A L 

A N D R E N A I S S A N C E A R T 1 

By J. G . M A N N 

Among the large collection of engravings which 
Francis Douce bequeathed to the University of Oxford 
in 1834, w a s a calf-bound scrapbook labelled ' An-
achronisms and Absurdities.' In it the worthy old 
antiquary had pasted such prints as amused him either 
by their unconscious humour or by their complete 
disregard of historical fact. Many of them were 
German woodcuts snipped from the pages of early 
printed books, and one of them, I remember, was in-
cluded for its representation of cannon at the siege of 
Troy. 

This scrapbook has an additional interest to-day 
as it commemorates the dawning of an antiquarian 
conscience, which was still far from common in Douce's 
time. In Garrick's days Brutus still wore a bag-wig 
and Macbeth walked the boards of Drury Lane in a 
Highlander's red coat and towering bearskin. Similarly 
in Rowe's first illustrated edition of Shakespeare, 
published in 1709, he is engraved wearing a three-
cornered hat, periwig and laced coat of the time of 
Queen Anne. Planche has recorded Douce's pioneer 
efforts to give the theatre the benefit of his archaeo-
logical studies. He persuaded John Kemble to adopt 
certain modifications inhis presentation of Shakespeare's 
plays, especially those founded on Roman history. 
But when he tried to make him go the whole hog, 
Kemble exclaimed in a tone of horror ' Why, if I did, 
Sir, they would call me an antiquary ! ' ' And this to 
me,' said Douce sadly afterwards,' to me, who flattered 
myself I was an antiquary ! ' 

Planche was more successful. In 1823 he was able 
to claim responsibility for the first play to be presented 

1 Read at Burlington House, June 8, 1932· 
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in correct contemporary dress, when he designed the 
costumes for Charles Kemble's ' King John.' He 
relates that he had to overcome a good deal of opposi-
tion, and the actors were convinced that they would be 
greeted with derision when they walked on wearing 
the flat-topped helms of the period, which they had 
irreverently called ' stew-pans.' But their fears were 
groundless, and the novelty of the spectacle was 
received by the audience with acclamation. 

To-day the position is reversed. Hamlet in modern 
dress has an outlandish look about it, and though 
Douce has not been dead a hundred years, a great deal 
has happened in the interval. A century of research 
in all departments of antiquity has greatly increased 
our knowledge of the past. As mechanical inventions 
multiply we are continually having to adapt our lives 
to changing conditions. This, by itself, engenders an 
antiquarian perception. If there never had been 
changes in the world, there would be no antiquaries. 

Though formerly a man might reasonably expect to 
live in the same manner as his father, there was yet 
one department of his activities in Western Europe 
which had for a long time been subject to a steady 
process of evolution. New theories and influences 
had been constantly at work changing the outward 
appearance of the arts. 

It is an axiom that in the Middle Ages the architect 
and painter were oblivious of past styles. Additions 
and alterations to existing buildings were carried out 
with complete disregard of the work of their pre-
decessors. The illuminators of MSS felt no qualms 
about representing Joshua or Julius Caesar in the armour 
and heraldry of their own day. Only a few conventions 
were accepted, such as the loose robes of the Holy 
Family and the Apostles, but otherwise religious and 
secular history, mythology and romance were all 
imagined in the costume and setting of the present. 
It is exactly these representations that have offered 
such valuable material to the antiquary for the study 
of dress and customs, and conversely have provided 
the best internal evidence for dating them. But there 
are exceptions, and their extreme rarity makes them 
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all the more dangerous, as being the less expected. 
When studying a period subject to the strongest 
conventions, it is interesting to catch here and there a 
glimpse of individuals working against the stream. 

In the Middle Ages there were no public museums, 
and to recognise and know something of the works of 
the past was not easy to achieve. In Italy and the 
South of France, the monuments of Ancient Rome still 
raised themselves above ground in all parts of the 
country, and were a standing witness of the past. 
Consequently Italian artists never really lost touch 
with classical forms. But in Northern Europe such 
monuments were rare, being mostly ruined and 
underground. 

There was one place where ancient objects were 
accumulated and cherished. The treasuries and shrines 
of the cathedrals, abbeys and churches were filled with 
relics of all kinds. Most of the early examples of 
goldsmiths' work in our museums to-day have come 
from them. The rarest pieces in the recent exhibition 
of French Art had long been preserved in the abbey of 
St. Denis and the cathedrals of Chartres, Sens and 
Rheims. These treasuries might be regarded as the 
museums of the Middle Ages, were it not that there is 
no trace of archaeological feeling in their purpose and 
use. The relics of saints were preserved for veneration 
and for their miraculous properties, while the plate 
and jewels represented wealth, which, before the days 
of banks and joint stock companies, could be realised 
when required by sale or by melting down. That there 
was no scientific appreciation of their antiquarian 
interest is evident from the way in which much prized 
objects were frequently re-embellished. The horn of 
St. Hubert, which is in the Wallace Collection, exhibits 
in a small area additional ornament of the fourteenth, 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The Bell of St. Mura 
in the same museum, which came from the Abbey 
of Fahan in Ireland, dates from the seventh or eighth 
century, but it has later been overlaid with silver 
plates in the tenth or eleventh century. As often as 
not the objects associated with a certain saint or donor 
are found to be of later date. In many cases evidence 
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exists to show that the error has arisen when through 
lack of knowledge the original object has been confused 
with a later or a richer one, and the title has been 
transferred. How little critical sense was possessed by 
the guardians of treasuries, or more often perhaps their 
benefactors, can be gathered from the lists of relics, 
which make curious reading. Those formerly in 
Westminster Abbey occupy several folio pages of 
Dart and include : — 

Some of the stones with which St. Stephen was 
stoned. 

The rust from our Saviour's knife. 
Part of the window in which the Angel stood 

when she saluted the Virgin. 
St. Mary Magdalen's black girdle, embroidered 

with a Latin antiphon in gold, two of her 
rings and her pincers. 

Part of Christ's manger ; and so forth. 

Analogous to the religious relics are the secular ones 
of great heroes preserved in treasuries or castles—the 
swords of Charlemagne, Roland, Ogier le Danois, 
Bevis of Hampton, Guy of Warwick and Hugh Lupus. 
Few of those now existing are earlier than the 
thirteenth century. In the seventeenth century 
deliberate forgeries of such things were made to 
satisfy the Jacobean antiquarian revival. Instances 
exist with their blades inlaid with fictitious inscriptions 
of the names of the Black Prince, Robert the Bruce, the 
Cid Campeador, and Recared King of the Goths. One 
such inscribed ' EDWARDVS PRINS ANGLIAE ' is in the 
Wallace Collection, and is a falchion of bold form with 
an extravagantly large pommel carved with a warrior's 
head, no doubt thought fitting for such a hero, but far 
different from anything which he can ever have 
possessed. 

Yet if one looks closely, one can here and there 
catch a glimpse of a genuine attempt to understand 
and interpret past styles. Gradually this perception 
increased and taste broadened, until in the sixteenth 
century comes a flowing tide of archaeological learning. 
If I tend to draw my instances from representations of 
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armour and costume it is because those are the subjects 
which I have studied most closely. But architectural 
examples are not wanting. 

Mr. A. W. Clapham has drawn my attention in this 
connection to the fact that in 1026, Theobald, bishop 
of Arezzo, sent his architect Maginardus, who is 
described as ' arte architettonica optime eruditus,' to 
Ravenna to sudy the basilica of San Vitale there and 
reproduce it at Arezzo·—' et exemplar Sancti Vitalis 
inde adduxit atque solers fundamina in aula beati Donati 
instar ecclesiae Sancti Vitalis primus injecit.' Un-
fortunately the resulting edifice was destroyed and 
rebuilt by the Grand Duke Cosimo dei Medici about 
1555, and only a rather unsatisfactory print of it 
has survived. 

The Emperor Charles IV directed that the church 
of the Augustinian monastery known as the Karlshof, 
at Prague, should be modelled on Charlemagne's 
Minster at Aachen. The general design of an octagonal 
building surmounted by a dome has been followed, 
but the details as existing to-day (after much restora-
tion) are of the fourteenth century with long, pointed 
windows and Gothic buttresses. 

The two remaining medallions in the frame of the 
thirteenth century retable in Westminster Abbey 
are imitations of classical cameos, and in the designs of 
coinage and seals, classical models were frequently 
employed during the early Middle Ages. Thus 
St. Thomas Becket had a seal bearing a representa-
tion of Mercury. 

Other instances of the adoption of classical details 
can be found, especially in the South of France, where 
Roman remains were much in evidence ; for instance, 
the dwarf pilasters of the Roman gates at Autun are 
reproduced in the twelfth century cathedral there, and 
there are very classical putti and swags on the cathedral 
at Carpentras of the twelfth century.1 There is an 
interesting carving of Ganymede seized by an eagle 
on one of the capitals of the nave at Vezelay.2 But the 

1 L . de Lasteyrie, L'Architecture 2 Jean Adhemar in Bulletin M o n u -
religieuse en France a I'Epoque romane, mental xci, 290—2 (1932). 
1912, fig. 428. 
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Romanesque style was still too close to its classical 
original for one to regard this as antiquarianism. The 
incorporation of Roman pillars in twelfth-century 
churches showed scant respect for the ancient temples 
and baths from which they were extracted. 

French sculpture of the early Gothic period 
occasionally reveals that the sculptors were not 
unacquainted with Greco-Roman models. Mr. Arthur 
Gardner has drawn the writer's attention to two 
notable examples of classical influence in the relief of 
the Judgment of Solomon and another on the west 
front of Auxerre Cathedral. 

It is well-known how directly Niccola Pisano 
(c. 1206-1278) drew his inspiration from the reliefs of 
Roman sarcophagi and sculptured panels, whereas his 
son, Giovanni, leaned more to the Gothic style of the 
North. The Emperor, Frederick II, decorated the 
gates of his city of Capua with statues and busts of 
himself and his house in the Roman style. But the 
classical style was never forgotten in Italy, and 
Frederick employed it to support his imperial and 
Roman claims against the Pope, at a time when the 
purest Gothic was being developed at Amiens and 
Wells. 

The bronze pillar in the south transept of Hildes-
heim Cathedral is a quaint example of what can really 
be accepted as medieval antiquarianism (Pl. i). It was 
cast by Bishop Bernward, who had accompanied 
Otto III to Rome, in imitation of Trajan's Column. 
But except for the use of reliefs illustrating the life of 
Christ, arranged in ascending spirals, the work of the 
German craftsmen of the eleventh century is far 
removed from their Roman prototype. 

A few instances occur in which a medieval architect 
has followed the style of his predecessors in completing 
a building. The fourteenth and fifteenth century 
portions of the nave of Westminster Abbey reproduce 
the general design of the thirteenth century, and only 
differ in the mouldings. I believe, too, that at Glaston-
bury the zig-zag mouldings of the arches were continued 
en suite after that style had fallen into disuse elsewhere. 
But such cases of architectural good manners are rare. 
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Rudolf IV of Hapsburg was an enthusiastic but 
eccentric antiquary of the middle of the fourteenth 
century, who devoted much time to tracing the early 
history of his house. In his love of pomp and heraldry, 
of cryptic cyphers and of building, he possessed some 
of those qualities of romantic imagination which 
distinguished later members of the family in the persons 
of Frederick III and Maximilian I. His researches in 
the muniment rooms of his castles led him into adopting 
the most ambitious pretensions. He even went so far 
as to forge a document from Julius Caesar, granting to 
the house of Austria virtual independence of the 
Emperor, which brought him into conflict with his 
sceptical father-in-law, the Emperor Charles IV. 

Jean, Due de Berri (1340-1416) was the third son 
of King John of France, and is remembered as one of 
the earliest amateurs and collectors. In his search for 
fine works of art he went beyond the bounds of his own 
time, and showed that he could appreciate objects on 
their merits, although antiquated in style. Some of 
the finest cameos and antique gems can be traced to his 
collections. But it is doubtful whether he was in any 
sense an antiquary. His interest in the rare and 
beautiful was clearly objective, and like many since 
his time he allowed it to exhaust his fortune and died 
in debt. He shows, however, that a broader outlook 
had come about, and one is not surprised to find after 
his time that the ancient styles of art are no longer 
ignored as if they had never existed. 

In the church at Maurkirch, Bavaria, were long 
preserved two equestrian statues representing the 
Emperor Henry the Fowler and his general, Count 
Walter von der Hoye, wearing the flat-topped helms and 
surcoats over mail hauberks as worn in the thirteenth 
century (Pl. v, 1). Unfortunately these two figures 
were destroyed when the chapel was burnt down in the 
seventeenth century, but there is a rough woodcut of 
them in the 1532 edition of Ruxner's Turnierbuch. 
When they were set up we do not know, but they were 
old in Ruxner's time and must be an early example of 
retrospective art. 

The fine brass of Sir Robert and Thomas Swinborne 
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in Little Horkesley Church, Essex,1 shows that the 
artist has been careful to discriminate between the 
armour of father and son. The brass must have been 
laid down shortly after the death of the latter in 1412, 
for it shows him surcoatless, with the plate gorget, the 
articulated gauntlets, besagues, and a sword with 
bottle-stopper pommel which had only recently been 
introduced. His father, who died in 1391, is shown 
with mail aventail, tight-fitting gipon, bell-cuffed 
gauntlets and other details of the fashion which had 
existed for the last thirty years of his lifetime and 
beyond, but had now gone out of favour. There can 
be no doubt here of the artist's intention. 

Chaucer's ' Rime of Sir Thopas ' in the Canterbury 
Tales, has long been a locus classicus for quotation by 
writers on the armour of the late fourteenth century, 
but the author did not mean it to be taken any too 
seriously. It is in fact a skit on the style of the 
metrical romances of fifty years before, and it will be 
seen that there is no item in the list of Sir Thopas' 
equipment which is not consistent with the middle of 
the fourteenth century. The great variety of materials, 
worked into a long rigmarole, belongs to the time when 
armourers were experimenting in substitutes for iron. 

A breech and eek a sherte 
And next his sherte an Aketon 
And over that an haubergeon 
ffor percynge of his herte 

And over that a fyn hawberk 
Was al y-wrogt of Jewes werk 
fful strong it was of plate 
And over that his cote Armour 
As whit as is a lilye flour 
In which he wol debate 

His sheeld was al of gold so reed 
And ther Inne was a bores heed 
A Charbocle bisyde 

Hisse Jambeux were of quyrboilly 
His swerdes shethe of Yvory 
His helm of laton bright. 

1 J. G . and L . A . B. Waller's and Albert Museum's List of Rubbings 
Monumental Brasses, Pl. 3 ; Victoria from Brasses, Pl. 13. 
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The rime continues with an equally wordy account of 
the giant, until the host loses patience and rudely 
interrupts the poet, commanding him to stop. 

In Wimborne Minster there is a brass to St. Ethel-
red, King of the West Saxons, which from its style 
must have been laid down about 1440. It is slightly 
reminiscent of the portrait of King Richard II in 
Westminster Abbey, and if the engraver (and there is 
reason to believe that most brasses were engraved in 
London) had that in mind, it is as far back as he 
allowed his imagination to range. The original inscrip-
tion, which was probably torn up at the Reformation, 
has been replaced by one of the seventeenth century 
in Roman letters with the date 872. A second plate 
for it is preserved in the library of the Minster, also 
apparently of the seventeenth century, and giving the 
date of St. Ethelred's martyrdom as 873. B y modern 
reckoning his death took place in 871. 

The fifteenth century in England provides us with 
our best medieval example of deliberate pictorial 
archaeology. In fact, John Rous's representations of 
early armour in the Warwick Roll are so good that 
one wonders whether the early armours of the Earls 
were still preserved in the castle in his time. He must 
also have observed closely the effigies and wall paintings 
of earlier times which would have been more numerous 
then than now. With considerable care he portrays 
the early members of the house in Spangenhelm and 
mail shirts of the seventh to the eleventh centuries 
(Pl. ii, 2, and iii, 1). Next come figures wearing 
armorial surcoats over full mail of the thirteenth 
century, followed by the mixed mail and plate of the 
fourteenth century (Pl. iii, 2, and iv, 1), including one 
figure reproducing the armour on the alabaster effigy 
of St. Mary's, Warwick. He ends the roll with repre-
sentations of the all-white Gothic armour of his own 
day (Pl. iii, 2). There are two versions of the roll, one 
done in 1477 and now belonging to the Duke of 
Manchester, and a slightly later one, revised to suit 
Lancastrian prejudices, in the College of Arms, who 
have kindly allowed these photographs to be 
reproduced. 
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Count Rene de Belleval, published as an appendix 
to his Traite du Costume Militaire franfais en 1446, 
pp. 79-83, an interesting little treatise of the fifteenth 
century, by one Merlin de Cordebeuf, entitled ' L'Ordon-
nence et matiere des Chevaliers errans.' It describes a 
Provencal Society of knights who had united themselves 
to revive the old ideals of chivalry and even went to the 
length of adopting the armour and costume of an 
earlier age : they were to wear brigandines selon le plus 
ancienne faczon and chapperons en faczon de harnois de 
maille, escuz anciens, and chausses de maille ou de 
flandresques destaille pour estre plus agee et mieux 
ressembler lancienne faczon, and as to horsetrappings : 
seront les chevaulx houssez a la plus anticque faczon que 
ce pourra faire. Mr. C. R. Beard has recently1 used 
this treatise to support his remarks on the pseudo-
ancient armour worn by St. George on the fifteenth-
century chest-front from Rufford Abbey in the Victoria 
and Albert Museum, and has further illustrated this 
knightly antiquarianism by the drawings of Jean le 
Tavernier of Oudenarde from a MSS. Chronicques et 
Conquestes de Charlemagne at Brussels, executed about 
1460, but showing warriors in mixed armour of plate 
and mail reminiscent of an earlier age (Pl. ii, 1). 

The effigy of Duke Johann Hermann, j 1512, 
in the church of Mellstatt, Carinthia, shows him in a 
harness largely composed of mail. This ' throw-back' 
must have been inspired by the romantic nature of 
his office as Grand Master of the Order of the Knights 
of St. George.2 

There is in the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris, a 
fifteenth-century illuminated MS. consisting of a copy 
of the Notitia Dignitatum Imperii Romani, to which are 
added several other Roman treatises (Pis. v, 2 and vi). 
The original was preserved in the cathedral of Speyer 
and was lost in the sixteenth century, so that this 
medieval copy and some later engravings are all that 
remain to give an idea of what it was like. In the first 
place it is worth noting that a survey of the Roman 
Empire of purely antiquarian value was considered of 

1 The Connoisseur, August, 1930. denkmaler aus dem Landen des Osterr-
2 K . Lind : Mittelalterische Grab- Ungar. Monarchie, Pl. liv. 
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sufficient interest to be worth copying in the 
fifteenth century. In the second place it is entertaining 
to see how far the medieval artist has followed the 
original, for where he has no authority to support him 
he falls back on the fashions of his own time. The 
miniatures of the symbolic seated figure of Rome and 
the representations of Roman armour are recognisable 
as quaint but reasonably truthful versions of the 
antique, but in other cases such as the disputation 
between Hadrian and Epictetus, the medieval artist 
has returned to the style and costume of his own time. 

As the fifteenth century advances one notes an 
increasing awareness of the fact that the personages 
of the past should be shown in something different 
from the dress of the day. Historical and mythological 
heroes and Roman soldiers are often represented in 
fantastic armour, which, if it fails to represent in any 
degree of accuracy the armour of the past, at any rate 
distinguished it from contemporary fashions. This 
tendency can be seen in the miniatures of chronicles 
and MS. histories of Livy, and is especially common in 
Flemish primitives and Flemish and Burgundian 
tapestries. Sometimes these fantastic equipments 
have a classical and occasionally an Oriental flavour, 
with turbans and scimetars, and the travesty is carried 
to extreme lengths in the case of the persecutors of 
the church. 

The past is glorified by a plethora of enrichment 
and exaggerated forms, while paynim are made 
ridiculous or repulsive by outlandish and preposterous 
trappings. Writers have frequently been misled by 
taking these compositions at their face value as 
representing the true costume of the fifteenth century. 

It is perhaps worth noting here, that while 
St. George is almost invariably shown in all countries 
in the full panoply of the artist's own day, the armour 
of St. Michael is often fanciful or pseudo-classical. 
The reason is that St. George was the pattern of 
chivalry, a standing example for all time and therefore 
one which might be the more potent if brought before 
the eyes of the people in the costume of their own 
time. St. Michael, on the other hand, was an Archangel, 
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winged and supernatural. Perugino's St. Michael, in 
the National Gallery, shows the Archangel in a 
complete Milanese armour of the second half of the 
fifteenth century ; but his other version in the Brera 
Gallery at Milan, exactly similar in composition and 
drawn from the same model, shows him in a classical 
cuirass with skirt and labels and bare knees. 

The mention of classical costume reminds us 
that we have now reached the full tide of the 
Renaissance, and classical imitation can no longer be 
studied as a piece of enterprising antiquarianism, for 
it has become the dominant influence in all forms of 
art. We must therefore confine our investigations to 
instances of medieval features deliberately revived 
in Renaissance art. 

One of the most distinctive head-pieces of the 
Middle Ages was the pig-faced bascinet of 1360-1410, 
which the English and Scottish soldiers called a 
hounskull—an obvious corruption of the German 
hundskugel. Its striking form seems to have caught 
the imagination of later generations, for it constantly 
recurs in pictures and sculpture, where something of an 
antique pattern is called for. The artist of the 
heraldic MS of the Toison d'Or, compiled about 1460 
and preserved in the Bibliotheque de Γ Arsenal, shows 
it worn by the Bishop of Beauvais and by the Count of 
Flanders (PI. vii, 1). A few years later Memling uses it 
in his pictures of the Passion at Turin and in the Seven 
Joys of Mary, at Munich (PI. vii, 2). Schongauer also 
includes it in his engravings1 and Diirer after him.2 

Hans Holbein the Elder makes great play with a soldier 
in hounskull and aventail throughout his series of the 
Passion at Donaueschingen, and includes one in his 
picture of the Crucifixion at Augsburg (PI. viii, 1). 
This picture includes another piece of antiquarianism, 
for the figure on the right wearing a high-crowned hat 
is based on Pisanello's Medal of John Palaeologus, the 
last Emperor of the East (PI. viii, 2). Mr. F. M. Kelly 
has drawn my attention to Griinewald's representation 
of one of the sleeping guard in hounskull with aventail 

1 Christ bearing the Cross, Bartsch 2 Ehrenpforte, Bartsch 138 ; Klas-
vi, p. 126, 16. siker der Kunst, p. 328. 
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and padded gambeson in his picture of the Resurrection 
at Colmar (Pl. ix, i). This hounskull can be compared 
with a real example in the ancient armoury of the 
Vogts of Matsch at Churburg in Tyrol, which dates 
from about 1390. At Churburg too, the legendary 
founder of the family, Laurentius, is shown in the 
sixteenth-century wall-painting of the family tree that 
encircles the gallery of the courtyard of the castle, 
with this very hounskull beside him — which shows that 
it was already an object of respect (Pl. ix, 2). 

The romantic and genealogical enthusiasms of the 
Emperor Maximilian, who styled himself ' the last of 
the Knights/ were responsible for a considerable 
output of quasi-antiquarian art at the beginning of the 
sixteenth century. Hans Burgkmair drew heavily on 
his imagination for his series of woodcuts of the 
ancestors of the Emperor, and included several houn-
skulls and even a recognisable reconstruction of a 
Norman knight in padded gambeson and helmet with 
nasal. The bronze figures round his tomb, begun by 
Peter Visscher and Gilg Sesselschreiber, also show 
hounskulls among a riot of fantastic forms. 

Burgkmair's illustration of Alboin, King of the 
Lombards, and Athanaric, King of the Goths, conferring, 
shows similar quasi-ancient armour with a hounskull 
between them. It was designed for Peutinger's edition 
of Jornandes De Rebus Gothorum, and Paulus Diaconus' 
De Gestis Langobardum, published at Augsburg in 
1515. Another hounskull is depicted in Hans 
Springingklee's woodcut of St. George as Maximilian's 
patron. Other instances of hounskulls in German art 
of this time are too numerous for mention. 

One finds hounskulls freely employed to give the 
archaic touch by the Dutch artists Willem Thibaut and 
Christopher van Sichem, who designed sets of the counts 
of Holland and Flanders. Their medley of fact and 
fiction probably looked very convincing to the 
untutored eye of the sixteenth century. But in 
several cases it is possible to see what was passing in 
the artist's mind. Van Sichem repeatedly shows early 
fifteenth-century headdresses with liripipes, short 
tunics with long slittered sleeves, wide baldrics and 
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I . DETAIL OF ONE OF THE SLEEPING GUARD FROM THE PICTURE OF THE 
Resurrection BY MATTHIAS GRUNEWALD AT COLMAR, SHOWING A 

HOUNSKULL AND AVENTAIL OF THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY. 

2 . DETAIL OF LAURENTIUS, FOUNDER OF THE FAMILY OF MATSCH, ON 
A SIXTEENTH-CENTURY WALL-PAINTING IN THE CHURBURG, SOUTH 
TYROL, WITH A REPRESENTATION OF A LATE FOURTEENTH-CENTURY 

HOUNSKULL STILL PRESERVED IN THE CASTLE. 



I . THEODORICUS SEPTIMUS, ENGRAV-
ING BY CHRISTOPHER VAN SICHEM IN 
J . F. LE PETIT 'S Grande Chronique 

de Hollande, 1601. 

2 . EFFIGY OF LUDWIG VON 
HUTTEN, f I4I7. A T 

HIMMELSPFORTEN. 
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knowledge of ih'effictn ΑΙ 4T 
inei in tire tide lyme. 

3 . WOOD-CUT OF JAMES SITSILT, ANCESTOR 
OF THE CECIL FAMILY, IN J . BOSSEWELL'S 

Workes of Armorie, 1572. 
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numerous other details which he has derived from 
paintings, sculptured tombs and sometimes probably 
Dutch and German carved wooden statuettes. For 
instance, one might assume that the bells hung on 
strings over a skirt of mail together with the 
exaggeratedly long sleeves of Theodericus Septimus 
were pure invention were it not that one can trace the 
same details in German effigies of the early fifteenth 
century, such as that of Ludwig von Hutten, f 1417, 
at Himmelspforten (PI. χ, 1 and 2). 

A point which has not, I think, been noticed 
hitherto, is that Peter Breughel, the Elder, employed 
in his imaginative compositions the armour not of his 
own day, but that of a hundred years before, as 
portrayed by Jerome Bosch. 

We have now reached the time when the Archduke 
Ferdinand of Tyrol was forming his great collection 
of armour, pictures, and curiosities, which was really 
the first modern museum ; and we must leave the 
Continent to return to England, where acquaintance 
with the past was still vague and unscientific. 

In Gloucester Cathedral there is a monumental 
effigy of Osric, King of the Northumbrians, who died in 
729, which appears to have been made to the order of 
Abbot William Parker during the first years of the 
sixteenth century. The model of the church, which 
the effigy bears in its hands, is not that of a Perpen-
dicular edifice such as one would expect, but an attempt 
to represent an earlier style of architecture. The wood-
cut illustration of James Sitsilt, ancestor of the Cecil 
family, in J. Bossewell's Workes of Armorie, 1572, shows 
him in the mail coif and hauberk and long surcoat of 
the thirteenth century (PL x, 3). 

The new landowning class, which arose on the 
proceeds of the dissolution of the monasteries, was 
anxious like other nouveaux riches to fit themselves out 
with ancestors. Some of them went so far as to erect 
retrospective series of monuments of their forbears, 
which exhibit quaint essays in costume and armour. 

The monument of Sir John Horsey and his son at 
Sherborne Abbey, which he had received at the 
Dissolution, but restored to religious use, is a curious 

1 
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one (PL xi, i). The Gothic armour of the two effigies is 
florid and unconvincing, and one forms the opinion 
that it is a work of the second half of the sixteenth 
century, imitating the style of the fifteenth century 
alabasters, such as those at Puddletown in the same 
county. Note their sallets with bevors, the hip-belts 
round the skirts of lames, the reinforcing plates of the 
pauldrons,couters with arming points, and the markedly 
Gothic character of the legs. A quaint error is that 
their feet are placed on cushions instead of a lion or 
hound. It is a little difficult to understand why they 
should be shown in this antiquated costume. If the 
monument was set up after the son's death, as seems 
likely from the ornament of the rest of the tomb, one 
can only surmise that in attempting to reconstruct the 
fashions of the father's day the sculptor overshot the 
mark and took as his model the equipment of the 
second half of the fifteenth century. 

Another rather inexplicable reconstruction is the 
brass of Peter Rede who died in 1568, in St. Peter's 
Mancroft, Norwich.1 The inscription records that he 
' hath worthely served not only hys prynce and 
cuntrey, but also the emperor Charles the 5, bothe at 
the conqueste of Barbaria and at the siege of Tunis, 
as also in other places, who had geven hym by the said 
emperour for hys valiaunt dedes the order of Barbaria/ 
His figure is closely copied from a certain type of East 
Anglian brass of the second half of the fifteenth 
century, such as those of John or Robert Bomsted at 
Sotterley in Suffolk, and of Sir Henry Grey, formerly at 
Ketteringham and Sir John Curzon, y 1471, at Bylaugh 
in Norfolk. But there is no question here of an earlier 
brass having been appropriated to do duty for a later 
generation, for both figure and inscription are engraved 
on the reverse side of portions of a large Flemish brass 
of the sixteenth century. 

There is an unusual effigy at Long Melford, Suffolk, 
that purports to be of the middle of the fifteenth cen-
tury, though the details are debased. The large number 
of narrow lames in the rerebraces and skirt, the 
besagues in the form of twin roundels and other features 

1 Haines, Manual of Monumental Brasses, i, 52. 
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I . MONUMENT OF SIR JOHN HORSEY AND HIS SON, F 1 5 6 4 , IN SHERBORNE 
ABBEY, DORSET, SHOWING AN ATTEMPT AT REPRODUCING THE ARMOUR 

OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY. 

MONUMENT OF SIR RICHARD STAPLETON, F 1 3 1 6 , IN EXETER 
CATHEDRAL. 
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MONUMENT OF SIR GAWEN CAREW, F 1 5 8 4 , IN EXETER CATHEDRAL, 
SHOWING IN THE LOWER PART AN EFFIGY APPARENTLY MODELLED 
ON THE FOURTEENTH-CENTURY FIGURE OF SIR RICHARD STAPLETON. 
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are highly suspicious, and whereas the Sherborne 
effigies might represent the last stage of a decaying 
tradition, these we are sure are a deliberate attempt 
at reconstruction. The effigy cannot be earlier than 
the sixteenth century and the canopy and altar-tomb 
bear out this supposition. 

At Gatcombe, in the Isle of Wight, there is a curious 
wooden effigy with sallet and mail habergeon that is 
difficult to date, either it has been recarved in Jacobean 
times or is a complete fabrication of that time with 
sallet and mail hauberk. 

In the north side of the ambulatory at Exeter 
Cathedral the late sixteenth-century monument of 
Sir Gawen Carew, j 1584, includes below an unusual 
effigy of another member of the family (PL xii). The 
latter is represented as a cross-legged mail-clad knight 
with shield on arm, and a long, flowing surcoat. It 
is on the face of it a deliberate copy of the early 
fourteenth-century effigies of Sir Richard Stapleton or 
Sir Henry Ralegh in the same Cathedral (Pl. xi, 2). 

There are numerous cases where an earlier 
monument has been flagrantly appropriated as it stood 
to do duty for a later generation. But the Welles-
bornes were not content to do this in their chapel at 
Hughendon in Buckinghamshire. After recarving an 
early fourteenth-century cross-legged knight with 
fanciful versions of their own arms and those of their 
predecessors, the de Montforts, they appear to have 
resorted to pure invention. Otherwise it is difficult 
to account for the other monuments, among which is 
the relief reproduced in Pl. xiii, 1. It shows a curious 
figure in visored helmet and plate armour with skirt of 
lames and holding a club. Possibly the Wellesbornes 
were satisfied that it looked sufficiently like the 
fifteenth century to pass muster. 

There is no better instance of the wholesale 
manufacture of ancestral monuments than that provided 
by John Lord Lumley (d. 1609), in the church at 
Chester-le-Street, County Durham (Pl. xiii, 3). There 
are fourteen of them lying head to toe along the wall 
of the nave, arranged in chronological order from 
West to East and beginning with Liulph, the mythical 
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founder of the family. Three are older effigies; 
one of them, which purports to be Uchtred, who 
lived in the second half of the twelfth century, is 
apparently a genuine Lumley effigy of a hundred 
years later ; the other two are effigies in barrel helms, 
of about 1300, carved from Frosterley marble in 
imitation of the earlier Purbeck figures. These 
Lumley removed from the churchyard of Durham 
Cathedral with the permission of the Bishop.1 

The remaining eleven were made to his order 
towards the end of the sixteenth century and show 
a not very successful attempt to reproduce the dress 
and armour of an earlier age. 

The brass of Thomas Beale2 (+ 1593) at Maidstone, 
in Kent, includes representations of five generations of 
his forbears (1399-1544), arranged in tiers and showing 
a modest variety of costume. 

Sir Edward Dering (1598-1644), well known as an 
antiquary and politician (he was the author of the 
Root and Branch Bill), is believed to have been 
responsible for the interesting series of brasses to the 
memory of earlier members of his family in Pluckley 
Church, Kent. That to the first of them, John Dering, 
who died in 1425, is a quite creditable reconstruction 
of the armour of the first half of the fifteenth 
century3 (Pl. xiii, 2). 

The restoration of the legs of the Northwood brass 
in Minster Church, Isle of Sheppey, is a deliberate 
piece of early seventeenth-century antiquarianism, 
and on turning over the plate one finds on the 
reverse side that part of a female brass of about 1380 
has been used. Unfortunately the restorers went 
further and cut a strip out of the knight's middle to 
pair him in height with another brass in the church 
of about the same date, representing a lady, who has 
ever since passed as his wife. 

Mr. C. O. Skilbeck has recently solved the mystery of 
the curious effigy of Sir George Nowers, now in Christ 

1 R . Hunter Blair, Monuments in no. 148 ; Victoria and Albert 
County Durham, publications of Museum's List of Rubbings, Pl. 41. 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne Records C o m -
mittee, vol.v, 1926. 3 Cf . the brass of Christopher 

2 T . Belcher, Kentish Brasses, Playters, at Sotterley, Suffolk. 
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I . RETROSPECTIVE MONU-
MENT OF A DE MONTFORT, IN 
HUGHENDON CHURCH, BUCKS. 

2 . BRASS OF JOHN DERING, 
T I 4 2 5 , LAID DOWN BY SIR 

EDWARD DERING (1598-1644). 

3. MONUMENT TO ONE OF THE ANCESTORS OF JOHN, LORD LUMLEY, 
ERECTED B Y THE LATTER AT THE END OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY. 
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RETROSPECTIVE MONUMENTS TO THE POYNTZ FAMILY, ERECTED B Y 
SIR GABRIEL POYNTZ IN 1 6 0 6 IN SOUTH OCKENDON CHURCH, ESSEX. 
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Church, Oxford, which is believed to have been brought 
from Tackley. The trunk is genuine, being part of a 
freestone effigy of about 1400, but the head, arms and 
legs have been added to complete it in the seventeenth 
or eighteenth century, in a dark-coloured stone. The 
impossible articulations of the armour at the elbows 
and knees have for long laid this effigy open to 
suspicion as a complete fabrication. 

Lord Lumley's project is rivalled in the church of 
North Ockendon, in Essex, where a series of quaint 
wall monuments was erected in 1606 by Sir Gabriel 
Poyntz to himself, his son and six direct ancestors 
ascending to the reign of Edward III (Pl. xiv). The 
sculptors have done their best with plumed and 
visored bascinets and other trappings to give the 
kneeling figures the appearance of an earlier age.1 

There is a pictorial instance in the shape of a 
portrait of Sir Richard de la Bere, 1346, lately in the 
possession of Messrs. Spink (Pl. xv). The painting dates 
from about 1600 or later and is a naive but recognisable 
attempt to reconstruct the armour of the fourteenth 
century, based on a brass or effigy or very possibly on 
the kneeling figures of Edward III and his sons 
formerly painted on the walls of St. Stephen's Chapel, 
Westminster. The artist has portrayed well enough the 
mail aventail and heraldic gipon of an earlier age, but 
the form of his bascinet bears unmistakable traces of 
the peaked morion of the end of the sixteenth century. 

Reconstructions such as these become increasingly 
frequent in the illustrations of the histories published 
in the first half of the seventeenth century, such as 
Joshua Barnes' History of Edward III. Compare also 
the title-pages of Speed's Atlas of 1611, and of Baker's, 
chronicle. The antiquary was beginning to come into 
his own, though he had still to wait two hundred years 
to receive full recognition of the value of his researches. 

The Gothic style died hard in England. In fact it 
can hardly be said ever to have really died out in 
Oxford, where one can trace a shaky but continuous 

1 F. Chancellor, Ancient Sepulchral Gabriel's own monument is a good 
Monuments of Essex, 1890, includes example of the Southwark School o f 
line drawings of them all. Sir his own day. 
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line through the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 
to the Gothic Revival of the nineteenth century. 
The perpendicular tracery of the windows of Wadham 
College Chapel, which was erected in 1613, and for 
which the accounts still exist, is so good an imitation 
of the fifteenth century, that the late James Fergusson 
maintained that it must date from before 1500, and 
that any amount of documents would not convince 
him otherwise. But there are equally convincing 
perpendicular windows and a Gothic crypt at Lincoln's 
Inn Chapel, which was designed by Inigo Jones in 1618, 
and consecrated in 1623. 

It says something for the talent of this great 
architect, who did more than any other single man to 
establish the Italian style in England, that he seems to 
have been able to produce to order either a Gothic or a 
classical design. He should therefore share the stigma, 
if blame there is, which the late Mr. Lytton Strachey 
cast upon Sir Gilbert Scott for his complacent vers-
atility over the design for the new War Office. 

The chapel of Staunton Harold, Leicestershire, is 
pure Gothic, but was built by Sir Robert Shirley in 
1653 at the same time as his adjoining house, which is 
Palladian. Yet the Gothic style had officially departed 
with the dissolution of the monasteries, and perhaps 
nothing exemplifies more clearly the conservatism of 
English taste than that religious edifices should still 
be erected in the style of the fifteenth century after 
the Stuarts had come to the throne. 

We have now reached the time of Camden and 
Sir John Cotton, when the antiquary was a recognised 
and respected member of society, and we need pursue 
no further the rare traces of antiquarian feeling which 
crop up here and there amid the self-sufficiency of the 
Middle Ages and the Renaissance. 

I have omitted all reference to unconscious 
anachronisms which occur in remote and out of the 
way districts. Such as the effigies which exist in Wales 
and Ireland showing knights and squires of the 
sixteenth century clad in a manner more akin to 
the fourteenth, with pointed bascinets and aventails 
and habergeons of mail. Nor of those instances of 
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PAINTING OF SIR RICHARD DE LA BERE, J 1 3 4 6 , EXECUTED IN THE 
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY AFTER A FOURTEENTH-CENTURY MODEL SUCH 
AS THE PAINTINGS OF EDWARD I I I AND HIS SONS FORMERLY IN THE 
ST. STEPHEN'S CHAPEL AT WESTMINSTER. LATELY IN THE POSSESSION 

OF MESSRS. SPINK. 
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convention, such as appear on the royal coinage of 
England, where the king's armour hardly alters for 
two centuries, for the dangers in those days of 
too drastic an alteration of a familiar coinage are 
obvious. The stock patterns of the Nottingham 
alabasters, too, continue to show bascinets and 
aventails and short tight gipons throughout the 
fifteenth century, and the series of royal effigies in 
St. Denis are represented in long surcoats and 
unreinforced mail until the middle of the fourteenth 
century, perpetuating a royal type. These cannot be 
classed as in any way antiquarian, but are stereo-
typed survivals. 

The middle ages were so deeply interested in 
their own art that previous styles were repugnant 
to them and as such eschewed. It is interesting to 
note that the adoption of a broader outlook began 
about the same time as the practice of portraiture, 
and both movements seem to have grown up together 
from the fourteenth century. But whenever artists 
have tried to reproduce the style of other years, they 
cannot, like Tavernier in the fifteenth century and 
Burgkmair in the sixteenth century, escape from 
the instincts and inhibitions of the present. Any 
attempt to do so is nearly always unconvincing. It 
is the faker's bane and the connoisseur's salvation. 
The architects of the later Gothic revival found the 
work of Pugin and Gilbert Scott distasteful, because 
the latter had impregnated their would-be Gothic 
with the feeling of the mid-nineteenth century. But 
to-day the work of Bodley and Champneys, who 
believed that their scholarship and affection had 
recaptured the true spirit and form of the old and 
whose details were so correct, is to our eyes equally 
imbued with the spirit of its time. It is not only what 
is added which makes the difference between the 
genuine and the copy, but also that which is un-
consciously omitted. 

All the aids of philosophy and science cannot 
enable us to predict the taste of the future. When in 
all confidence we buy works of art for the nation, we 
cannot, unfortunately, be assured of the approval and 
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gratitude of posterity. There are things which we 
may see in a picture to which posterity will be blind, 
and we may be certain that they will discover new 
aspects which are as far beyond our comprehension 
to-day as is the fifth dimension. 


